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RUGGED MOBILE COMPUTER STREAMLINED FOR
ENTERPRISE MOBILITY

 

An enterprise device built with and for efficiency
Fast, powerful, and rugged: PM75 is cut out for these three ideals, while 
maintaining a light and ergonomic body. The Android device provides a powerful 
scan engine, comfortable grip, long-lasting battery, and seven-long years of 
update support—all of which are the essential components for building a great 
and versatile rugged mobile computer.

Designed for tough handling and low maintenance
The bright 5.45in HD+ (720 x 1440 pixels) display helps users to see and control 
PM75‘s interface without difficulty even under the sunlight. The device withstands 
multiple drops to concrete from 1.5m (5ft) height and has an IP65 water/dust 
resistance rating, in addition to the protection from scratches by adopting Gorilla 
Glass: ready to operate in one of the harshest working environments.

Accessories

 Standard
 AC/DC Power Adaptor
 Country Plug
 LCD Protection Film
 USB-C cable
       Standard Battery (2,900mAh)

       Hand Strap

Optional
Single Slot Cradle for Pistol Grip or RFID reader
Dual Slot Cradle
*Connect up to 3 Dual Slot Cradles to charge up to 6 devices at a time

4 Slot Battery Charger
Pistol Grip
UHF RFID Reader RF750
Extended Battery (5,800mAh)

Industries
 
  Field Services
  Transport & Logistics
  Warehouse Management
  Retail
  Hospitality
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Fine-tuned hardware for the best operating system
Qualcomm‘s 2.0GHz processor runs the device smoothly with the help 
of 3GB RAM / 32GB ROM (opt. 4GB / 64GB). PM75 comes with two 
scan engine options (N3601 or N6603) to match your business needs. 
The Android 11 operating system offers efficient battery management, 
easy navigation, and the best data security among any existing mobile 
operating system. Both the hard parts and software are carefully tuned 
for each other, enabling PM75 to run the latest powerful solutions 
effortlessly. EmKit    , Point Mobile‘s unique set of tools for 
businesses, is pre-installed for easy bulk deployment, management, 
and increasing productivity.
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